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A family of permutations A ⊂ Sn is said to be t-set-intersecting if
for any two permutations σ ,π ∈ A, there exists a t-set x whose
image is the same under both permutations, i.e. σ(x) = π(x). We
prove that if n is suﬃciently large depending on t, the maximum-
sized t-set-intersecting families of permutations in Sn are cosets of
stabilizers of t-sets. The t = 2 case of this was conjectured by János
Körner. It can be seen as a variant of the Deza–Frankl conjecture,
proved in Ellis, Friedgut and Pilpel (2011) [3]. Our proof uses
similar techniques to those of Ellis, Friedgut and Pilpel (2011) [3],
namely, eigenvalue methods, together with the representation
theory of the symmetric group, but the combinatorial part of the
proof is harder.
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1. Introduction
Intersection problems are of wide interest in combinatorics. For example, we say that a family
of r-element subsets of {1,2, . . . ,n} is intersecting if any two of its sets have nonempty intersection.
The classical Erdo˝s–Ko–Rado theorem states that if r < n/2, an intersecting family of r-element sub-
sets of {1,2, . . . ,n} has size at most (n−1r−1); if equality holds, the family must consist of all r-subsets
containing a ﬁxed element. We consider intersection problems for families of permutations.
Let Sn denote the symmetric group, the group of all permutations of {1,2, . . . ,n} under composi-
tion. A family of permutations A ⊂ Sn is said to be intersecting if any two permutations in A agree
at some point, i.e. for any σ ,π ∈ A, there is some i ∈ [n] such that σ(i) = π(i). It is natural to
ask, how large can an intersecting family be? An example of a large intersecting family of permu-
tations is {σ ∈ Sn: σ(1) = 1}, the collection of all permutations ﬁxing 1. In 1977, Deza and Frankl
[2] showed that if A ⊂ Sn is intersecting, then |A| (n − 1)!, using a simple partitioning argument.
They conjectured that equality holds only if A is a coset of the stabilizer of a point. This was proved
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recently given a shorter proof.
Deza and Frankl considered a natural generalization of this question. A family of permutations
A ⊂ Sn is said to be t-intersecting if any two permutations in A agree on at least t points, i.e.,
|{i ∈ [n]: σ(i) = π(i)}| t for any σ ,π ∈ A. An example of a large t-intersecting family is
{
σ ∈ Sn: σ(i) = i ∀i ∈ [t]
};
this has size (n − t)!. Deza and Frankl [2] conjectured that for n suﬃciently large depending on t , if
A ⊂ Sn is t-intersecting, then |A|  (n − t)!, with equality only if A is a coset of the stabilizer of t
points. This became known as the Deza–Frankl conjecture. It was proved in 2008 by the author and
independently by Friedgut and Pilpel, using the same methods: eigenvalue techniques, together with
the representation theory of the symmetric group. We have written a joint paper, [3].
In this paper, we consider another natural generalization of the original question. A family of
permutations A ⊂ Sn is said to be t-set-intersecting if for any two permutations σ ,π ∈ A, there
is some t-set x which has the same image-set under both permutations, i.e. σ(x) = π(x). In other
words, if we consider the permutation action of A on [n](t) (the set of all t-element subsets of [n]),
then any two permutations in A agree on some t-set. We prove the following.
Theorem 1. If n is suﬃciently large depending on t, and A ⊂ Sn is t-set-intersecting, then |A|  t!(n − t)!.
Equality holds only if A is a coset of the stabilizer of a t-set.
The t = 2 case of this was conjectured by János Körner [10]. Our proof uses similar techniques to
that of the Deza–Frankl conjecture in [3] — namely, eigenvalue techniques, together with the repre-
sentation theory of the symmetric group — but the arguments are slightly harder than in [3].
Of course, a 1-set-intersecting family is simply an intersecting family, so the t = 1 case of The-
orem 1 follows from the theorems on intersecting families mentioned above. We brieﬂy recall Deza
and Frankl’s ‘partitioning’ proof that an intersecting family A ⊂ Sn has size at most (n − 1)!. Take
any n-cycle ρ , and let H be the cyclic group of order n generated by ρ . For any left coset σ H of H ,
any two distinct permutations in σ H disagree at every point, and therefore σ H contains at most one
member of A. Since the left cosets of H partition Sn , it follows that |A| (n− 1)!.
What happens if we try to generalize this argument to prove the upper bound in Theorem 1? If
T ⊂ Sn , we say that T is t-set-transitive if for any x, y ∈ [n](t) , there exists σ ∈ T such that σ(x) = y.
It is said to be sharply t-set-transitive if for any x, y ∈ [n](t) , there exists a unique σ ∈ T such that
σ(x) = y. Note that a t-set-transitive subset T ⊂ Sn is sharply t-set-transitive if and only if |T | =
(n
t
)
.
When there exists a sharply t-set-transitive subgroup of Sn , Deza and Frankl’s partitioning method
yields the upper bound in Theorem 1. When there exists a sharply t-set-transitive subset of Sn , the
partitioning method can be replaced by a Katona-type averaging argument. Indeed, suppose that Sn
has a sharply t-set-transitive subset T . Then any left translate σ T of T is also sharply t-set-transitive,
so for any two distinct permutations π,τ ∈ σ T , π(x) = τ (x) for all x ∈ [n](t) . Let A ⊂ Sn be t-set-
intersecting; then |A ∩ (σ T )| 1 for each σ ∈ Sn . Averaging over all σ ∈ Sn gives |A| t!(n− t)!.
However, sharply t-set-transitive subgroups of Sn only exist for a few special values of t and n.
When t = 2 and (n2) is even, for example, there exists no sharply 2-set-transitive subgroup of Sn .
Indeed, if H  Sn with |H| =
(n
2
)
, then H contains a permutation τ of order 2, which ﬁxes some 2-
set x, so τ (x) = x= id(x), and H is not sharply 2-transitive. Moreover, when t = 2 and n = 4, it is easy
to see that a 2-set-intersecting family in S4 has size at most 4, but there is no sharply 2-set-transitive
subset of S4. On the other hand, it is observed in [8] that there exist sharply 2-set-transitive subsets
of Sn whenever n is an odd prime power.
While it may be that sharply t-set-transitive subsets of Sn exist for n suﬃciently large depending
upon t , we can see no reason for this to be true. Hence, we will not explore this approach further.
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We pause to recall some standard deﬁnitions and notation. If n ∈ N, [n] denotes the set
{1,2, . . . ,n}. If t ∈ N, [n](t) denotes the set of all t-element subsets of [n]. If S is a set, the char-
acteristic function 1S of S is deﬁned by
1S(i) =
{
1 if i ∈ S,
0 if i /∈ S.
If H = (V , E) is a graph, an independent set in H is a set of vertices of H with no edges of H between
them. The independence number of H is the maximum size of an independent set in H .
Recall that if H = (V , E) is an n-vertex graph, the adjacency matrix A of H is deﬁned by
Av,w =
{
1 if vw ∈ E(H),
0 if vw /∈ E(H).
This is a real, symmetric, n× n matrix, so there exists an orthonormal system of n eigenvectors of A,
which forms a basis for RV . (Note that the eigenvalues of A are often referred to as the eigenvalues
of H .)
If G is a ﬁnite group, and S ⊂ G is inverse-closed (S−1 = S), the Cayley graph on G generated by S
is the graph with vertex-set G , where we join g to gs for each g ∈ G and each s ∈ S; it is sometimes
denoted Cay(G, S). In other words,
V
(
Cay(G, S)
)= G, E(Cay(G, S))= {{g, gs}: g ∈ G, s ∈ S}.
We say that Cay(G, S) is a normal Cayley graph if S is conjugation-invariant, i.e. S is a union of
conjugacy classes of G .
As usual, we compose permutations from right to left, i.e. if σ ,π ∈ Sn and i ∈ [n], (σπ)(i) =
σ(π(i)).
For x, y ∈ [n](t) , we write
Tx→y =
{
σ ∈ Sn: σ(x) = y
}
for the set of all permutations mapping x to y; the Tx→y ’s are precisely the cosets of stabilizers of
t-sets. We will sometimes refer to them as the ‘t-SSCs’, standing for t-set-stabilizer-cosets. Our aim is
to show that these are the maximum-sized t-set-intersecting families in Sn , if n is suﬃciently large
depending on t .
As in [3], if a = (a1, . . . ,at) and b = (b1, . . . ,bt) are t-tuples of distinct numbers between 1 and n,
we deﬁne
Ta →b =
{
σ ∈ Sn: σ(a1) = b1, σ (a2) = b2, . . . , σ (at) = bt
};
the Ta →b ’s are called the t-cosets of Sn . Note that a t-SSC is a disjoint union of t! t-cosets.
We say that a permutation σ ∈ Sn is a derangement if it has no ﬁxed point. Similarly, we say that
σ ∈ Sn is a t-derangment if it ﬁxes no t-set, i.e. σ(x) = x for all x ∈ [n](t) .
If σ ∈ Sn , sgn(σ ) will denote the sign of σ , which is 1 if σ is a product of an even number of
transpositions, and −1 otherwise.
Finally, if f (n, t) is a function of both n ∈ N and t ∈ N, and g is a function of n ∈ N, we will
write f (n, t) = Ot(g) to mean that for each ﬁxed t , f (n, t) = O (g) — i.e., for each t , there exists Kt
(depending upon t alone) such that f (n, t) Kt g(n) for all n ∈ N.
1.2. A sketch of the proof
We now give a sketch of our proof. First, we rephrase the problem in terms of ﬁnding the
maximum-sized independent sets in a certain graph.
Let Γ(t) denote the graph with vertex-set Sn , where two permutations are joined if no t-set has
the same image under both permutations. In other words,
V (Γ(t)) = Sn, E(Γ(t)) =
{{σ ,π}: σ(x) = π(x) ∀x ∈ [n](t)}.
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by D(1) , the set of all derangements in Sn; it is often called the derangement graph on Sn . Similarly,
Γ(t) is the Cayley graph on Sn generated by D(t) , the set of all t-derangements in Sn; we will call Γ(t)
the t-derangment graph on Sn .
Observe that a t-set-intersecting family of permutations in Sn is precisely an independent set
in Γ(t) . Hence, our task is to ﬁnd the maximum-sized independent sets in the graph Γ(t) .
There are several well-known bounds on the independence number of a graph in terms of the
eigenvalues of matrices related to the graph. The simplest is Hoffman’s theorem [7], which bounds the
independence number of a d-regular graph in terms of the least eigenvalue of its adjacency matrix.
Theorem2 (Hoffman’s theorem). Let H = (V , E) be a d-regular, N-vertex graph. Let A be the adjacencymatrix
of H. Let λmin denote the least eigenvalue of A. If S ⊂ V is an independent set in H, then
|S|
N
 −λmin
d − λmin .
If equality holds, then the characteristic function 1S of S satisﬁes:
1S − |S|
N
1 ∈ Ker(A − λmin I),
where 1 denotes the all-1’s vector.
It is well-known that for any ﬁnite group G , the vector space C[G] of all complex-valued functions
on G can be decomposed into a direct sum of subspaces which are eigenspaces of every normal Cayley
graph on G . (These subspaces are in 1–1 correspondence with the isomorphism classes of irreducible
representations of G .) Hence, the eigenvalues of normal Cayley graphs are relatively easy to handle.
It turns out that calculating the least eigenvalue of Γ(1) (meaning the least eigenvalue of its ad-
jacency matrix) and applying Hoffman’s bound yields an alternative proof that an intersecting family
in Sn has size at most (n − 1)!. Calculating the least eigenvalue of Γ(1) is non-trivial, requiring use
of the representation theory of Sn . It was ﬁrst done by Renteln [12], using symmetric functions, and
independently and slightly later by Friedgut and Pilpel [5]. As observed in [5] and [6], this leads to
an alternative proof that the maximum-sized intersecting families in Sn are cosets of stabilizers of
points.
As in the case of the Deza–Frankl conjecture, the obvious generalization of this approach fails for
t-set-intersecting families in Sn: calculating the least eigenvalue of Γ(t) and applying Hoffman’s bound
only gives an upper bound of Θ((n − 1)!) on the size of a t-set-intersecting family, for t ﬁxed and n
large.
Instead, we construct a ‘pseudoadjacency matrix’ A for Γ(t); this matrix A will be a suitable real
linear combination of the adjacency matrices of certain subgraphs of Γ(t) . The eigenvalues of A will
be such that when we apply a ‘weighted’ version of Hoffman’s theorem to the graph Γ(t) (using the
matrix A in place of the adjacency matrix), we obtain the desired upper bound of t!(n− t)!, provided
n is suﬃciently large depending on t . The subgraphs chosen will be normal Cayley graphs; this will
enable us to analyze the eigenvalues of A using the representation theory of Sn . Most of the work
of the proof is in showing that a suitable linear combination exists; this turns out to be harder than
in [3], where the same approach was used to prove the Deza–Frankl conjecture.
The eigenspaces of our pseudoadjacency matrix will be such as to imply that, for n suﬃciently
large depending on t , if A ⊂ Sn is a t-set-intersecting family of size t!(n − t)!, then the characteristic
function of A is a linear combination of characteristic functions of t-SSC’s (cosets of stabilizers of
t-sets). By combining this fact with a result from [3], together with some additional combinatorial
arguments, we will be able to show that A must be a coset of the stabilizer of a t-set. This will
complete the proof of Theorem 1.
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2.1. The eigenvalue bound
In this section, we recall the ‘weighted’ version of Hoffman’s bound we will need.
Deﬁnition. Let H = (V , E) be an N-vertex graph. A matrix A ∈ RV×V is said to be a pseudoadjacency
matrix for H if it is symmetric, has Ax,y = 0 whenever xy /∈ E(H), and has all its row and column
sums equal.
Note that the fact that all the row sums of A are equal implies that the constant functions are
eigenvectors of A. One has the following extension of Hoffman’s theorem, due essentially to Delsarte:
Theorem 3. Let H = (V , E) be an N-vertex graph, and let A be a pseudoadjacency matrix for H. Let λmin
denote the least eigenvalue of A, and let λconst be the eigenvalue corresponding to the constant functions. If
S ⊂ V is an independent set in H, then
|S|
N
 −λmin
λconst − λmin .
If equality holds, then the characteristic function 1S of S satisﬁes:
1S − |S|
N
1 ∈ Ker(A − λmin I).
The proof is a straightforward extension of that of Hoffman’s theorem, and is given in [3].
2.2. The eigenvalues of normal Cayley graphs
From now on, we will make frequent use of standard terminology and results from the general
representation theory of ﬁnite groups. All the necessary background is contained in Section 2 of [3];
a detailed treatment can be found in [14].
If G is a ﬁnite group, CG will denote the group module (or group algebra) of G (over C). If ρ is a
complex representation of G , χρ will denote the character of ρ .
Let G be a ﬁnite group. Let Γ be a graph on G , and let A be the adjacency matrix of Γ . We may
consider A as a linear operator on C[G], acting as follows:
A f (g) =
∑
h∈G:
gh∈E(Γ )
f (h) ∀ f ∈ C[G], g ∈ G.
The following result will enable us to analyze the eigenvalues of normal Cayley graphs.
Theorem 4 (Schur; Babai; Diaconis, Shahshahani; Roichman). Let G be a ﬁnite group, let S ⊂ G be an inverse-
closed, conjugation-invariant subset of G, and let Γ be the normal Cayley graph on G with generating set S.
Let A denote the adjacency matrix of Γ . Let (ρ1, V1), . . . , (ρk, Vk) be a complete set of non-isomorphic ir-
reducible representations of G — i.e., containing one representative from each equivalence class of irreducible
representations of G. For each i, let Ui denote the sum of all submodules of the group module CG which are
isomorphic to V i . We have
CG =
k⊕
i=1
Ui;
for each i, Ui is an eigenspace of A, with dimension (dim(Vi))2 , and eigenvalue
λVi =
1
dim(Vi)
∑
s∈S
χρi (s).
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plication by elements of CG .
So for any ﬁnite group G , C[G] can be decomposed into a direct sum of subspaces which are
eigenspaces of every normal Cayley graph on G . Hence, the eigenvalues of normal Cayley graphs are
relatively easy to handle.
2.3. Background on the representation theory of Sn
In this section we gather all the necessary background that we need regarding the representation
theory of Sn . Our treatment follows [13], and is similar to the background given in [3], with some
additions. Readers familiar with the basics of the theory may wish to omit this section.
A partition of n is a non-increasing sequence of positive integers summing to n, i.e. a sequence λ =
(λ1, . . . , λk) with λ1  λ2  · · · λk  1 and ∑ki=1 λi = n; we write λ 	 n. For example, (3,2,2) 	 7;
we sometimes use the shorthand (3,2,2) = (3,22). Let Pn denote the set of all partitions of n. The
following two orders on Pn will be useful.
Deﬁnition (Dominance order). Let λ = (λ1, . . . , λr) and μ = (μ1, . . . ,μs) be partitions of n. We say
that λμ (λ dominates μ) if ∑ij=1 λi ∑ij=1 μi for all i (where we deﬁne λi = 0 for all i > r, and
μ j = 0 for all j > s).
It is easy to see that this is a partial order.
Deﬁnition (Lexicographic order). Let λ = (λ1, . . . , λr) and μ = (μ1, . . . ,μs) be partitions of n. We say
that λ > μ if λ j > μ j , where j =min{i ∈ [n]: λi = μi}.
It is easy to see that this is a total order which extends the dominance order.
The cycle-type of a permutation σ ∈ Sn is the partition of n obtained by expressing σ as a product
of disjoint cycles and listing its cycle-lengths in non-increasing order. The conjugacy classes of Sn are
precisely{
σ ∈ Sn: cycle-type(σ ) = λ
}
.
Moreover, there is an explicit one-to-one correspondence between irreducible representations of Sn
(up to isomorphism) and partitions of n, which we now describe.
Let λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) be a partiton of n. The Young diagram of λ is an array of n boxes, or ‘cells’,
having k left-justiﬁed rows, where row i contains λi cells. For example, the Young diagram of the
partition (3,22) is:
If the array contains the numbers {1,2, . . . ,n} inside the cells, we call it a λ-tableau, or a tableau
of shape λ; for example,
6 1 7
5 4
3 2
is a (3,22)-tableau. Two λ-tableaux are said to be row-equivalent if they have the same numbers
in each row; if a λ-tableau T has rows R1, . . . , Rl ⊂ [n] and columns C1, . . . ,Cl ⊂ [n], then we let
RT = SR1 × SR2 × · · · × SRl be the row-stabilizer of T and CT = SC1 × SC2 × · · · × SCk be the column-
stabilizer.
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tableaux); given a tableau T , we write [T ] for the tabloid it produces. For example, the (3,22)-tableau
above produces the following (3,22)-tabloid:
{1 6 7}
{4 5}
{2 3}
Consider the natural left action of Sn on the set Xλ of all λ-tabloids; let Mλ = C[Xλ] be the corre-
sponding permutation module, i.e. the complex vector space with basis Xλ and Sn action given by
extending linearly. Each Mλ has a special irreducible submodule, which we now describe.
Deﬁnition. Let λ be a partition of n. If T is a λ-tableau, let
κT :=
∑
π∈CT
sgn(π), π ∈ CSn,
and let eT := κT {T } ∈ Mλ . The Specht module Sλ is the submodule of Mλ spanned by
{eT : T is a λ-tabloid}.
Theorem 5. The Specht modules {Sλ: λ 	 n} are a complete set of pairwise inequivalent, irreducible represen-
tations of Sn.
Hence, any irreducible representation ρ of Sn is isomorphic to some Sλ . For example, S(n) = M(n) is
the trivial representation; M(1
n) is the left-regular representation (corresponding to the group module
CSn), and S(1
n) is the sign representation.
From now on we will write [λ] for the equivalence class of the irreducible representation Sλ , χλ
for the irreducible character χSλ , and ξλ for the permutation character χMλ .
If U ∈ [α], V ∈ [β], we deﬁne [α] + [β] to be the equivalence class of U ⊕ V , and [α] ⊗ [β] to
be the equivalence class of U ⊗ V ; since χU⊕V = χU + χV and χU⊗V = χU · χV , this corresponds to
pointwise addition/multiplication of the corresponding characters.
We will need the following well-known facts about the permutation characters.
Lemma 6. Let λ be a partition of n, and let σ ∈ Sn. If ξλ(σ ) = 0, then cycle-type(σ )  λ. Moreover, if
cycle-type(σ ) = λ, then ξλ(σ ) = 1.
Proof. The set of λ-tabloids is a basis for the permutation module Mλ . Thus, ξλ(σ ), which is the trace
of the corresponding representation on the permutation σ , is simply the number of λ-tabloids ﬁxed
by σ . If ξλ(σ ) = 0, then σ ﬁxes some λ-tabloid [T ]. Hence, every row of length l in [T ] is a union of
the sets of numbers in a collection of disjoint cycles of total length l in σ . Thus, the cycle-type of σ
is a reﬁnement of λ, and therefore cycle-type(σ ) λ, as required. If σ has cycle-type λ, then it ﬁxes
just one λ-tabloid, the one whose rows correspond to the cycles of σ , so ξλ(σ ) = 1. 
Since the lexicographic order extends the dominance order, we immediately obtain the following.
Corollary 7. Let N denote the permutation-character table of Sn, with rows and columns indexed by partitions
of n in decreasing lexicographic order. (So Nλ,μ = ξλ(σμ), where σμ is a permutation with cycle-typeμ.) Then
N is strictly upper-triangular (meaning that it is upper-triangular with 1’s all along the main diagonal).
We now explain how the permutation modules Mμ decompose into irreducibles.
Deﬁnition. Let λ, μ be partitions of n. A generalized λ-tableau is produced by placing a number
between 1 and n in each space of the Young diagram of λ; if it has μi i’s (1 i  n), then it is said to
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along each row and strictly increasing down each column.
Deﬁnition. Let λ,μ be partitions of n. The Kostka number Kλ,μ is the number of semistandard gener-
alized λ-tableaux with content μ.
Theorem 8 (Young’s rule). Let μ be a partition of n. Then the permutation module Mμ decomposes as
Mμ ∼=
⊕
λ	n
Kλ,μS
λ.
Hence,
ξμ =
∑
λ	n
Kλ,μχλ.
We will need the following well-known facts about the Kostka numbers.
Lemma 9. Let λ and μ be partitions of n. If Kλ,μ  1, then λμ. Moreover, Kλ,λ = 1 for all λ.
Proof. If Kλ,μ  1, then there exists a semistandard generalized λ-tableau of content μ. All μi i’s
must appear in the ﬁrst i rows of this tableau, so
∑i
j=0 μ j 
∑i
j=0 λ j for each i. Hence, λμ. Ob-
serve that the generalized λ-tableau with λi i’s in the ith row is the unique semistandard generalized
λ-tableau of content λ, so Kλ,λ = 1 for every partition λ. 
Again, since the lexicographic order extends the dominance order, we immediately obtain the fol-
lowing.
Corollary 10. Let K denote the Kostka matrix, with rows and columns indexed by partitions of n in decreasing
lexicographic order. Then K is strictly upper-triangular, so for any partition γ of n,
Span{χα: α  γ } = Span{ξβ : β  γ }.
On the other hand, we can express the irreducible characters in terms of the permutation charac-
ters using the determinantal formula: for any partition α of n,
χα =
∑
π∈Sn
sgn(π)ξα−id+π . (1)
Here, if α = (α1,α2, . . . ,αl), α − id+π is deﬁned to be the sequence(
α1 − 1+ π(1),α2 − 2+ π(2), . . . ,αl − l +π(l)
)
.
If this sequence has all its entries non-negative, we let α − id+π be the partition of n obtained
by reordering its entries, and we deﬁne ξα−id+π = ξα−id+π . If the sequence has a negative entry,
we deﬁne ξα−id+π = 0. Note that if ξβ appears on the right-hand side of (1), then β  α, so the
determinantal formula expresses χα in terms of {ξβ : β  α}.
The restriction of an irreducible representation of Sn to the subgroup {σ ∈ Sn: σ(i) = i ∀i >
n− k} = Sn−k can be decomposed into irreducible representations of Sn−k as follows.
Theorem 11 (The Branching rule). Let α be a partition of n− k, and λ a partition of n. We write α ⊂k λ if the
Young diagram of α can be produced from that of λ by sequentially removing k corners (so that after removing
the ith corner, we have the Young diagram of a partition of n− i). Let aα,λ be the number of ways of doing this;
then we have
[λ] ↓ Sn−k =
∑
k
aα,λ[α],
α	n−k: α⊂ λ
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χλ ↓ Sn−k =
∑
α	n−k: α⊂kλ
aα,λχα.
Deﬁnition. Let λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) be a partition of n; if its Young diagram has columns of lengths
λ′1  λ′2  · · ·  λ′l  1, let λ denote the partition (λ′1, . . . , λ′l) of n. The partition λ is called the
transpose of λ. (Its Young diagram is the transpose of that of λ.)
There is a useful relationship between the Specht modules Sλ and Sλ

:
Theorem 12. If λ is a partition of [n], then S(λ) ∼= Sλ ⊗ S(1n) . Hence, χλ = χλ · sgn.
If λ is a partition of n, we write f λ = dim[α] for the dimension of the corresponding irreducible
representation. There is a surprisingly simple formula for f λ , in terms of the hook-lengths of the Young
diagram of λ.
Deﬁnition. The hook of a cell (i, j) in the Young diagram of a partition λ is Hi, j = {(i, j′): j′  j}
∪ {(i′, j): i′  i}, i.e. the set of cells consisting of (i, j), all cells to the right in the same row and all
cells below in the same column. The hook-length of (i, j) is hi, j = |Hi, j|.
Theorem 13 (The Hook formula). (See [4].) If λ is a partition of n with hook-lengths h1, . . . ,hk, then
f λ = n!∏
i hi
. (2)
3. Preliminary results
In order to construct a pseudoadjacency matrix of the t-derangment graph with the right eigen-
values, we will need several preliminary results on the representation theory of Sn .
3.1. The Kostka matrix and the permutation-character table
If k ∈ N, we let
Fn,k = {λ 	 n: λ1  n− k}
denote the set of all partitions of n whose Young diagram has ﬁrst row of length at least n − k. Note
that
Fn,k =
{
λ 	 n: λ (n− k,1k)}.
We will need the following fact about the minors of the Kostka matrix and the permutation-character
table with rows and columns indexed by Fn,k .
Proposition 14. If k ∈ N, let K˜ denote the top-left minor of the Kostka matrix K with rows and columns
indexed by Fn,k, and let N˜ denote the top-left minor of the permutation-character table N with rows and
columns indexed by Fn,k. Then K˜ and N˜ do not depend on n, provided n > 2k.
Proof. Let λ (n − k,1k) be a partition. Then λ1  n − k. Write λ′ = (λ1 − (n − k), λ2, . . .). (Note that
this may not be a bona ﬁde partition, as it may not be in non-increasing order.) Now the mapping
λ → λ′ has the same image over {λ: λ (n−k,1k)} for all n 2k: namely, ‘partitions’ of k where the
ﬁrst row is not necessarily the longest.
We ﬁrst consider K . Recall that Kλ,μ is the number of semistandard λ-tableaux of content μ.
Let T be a semistandard λ-tableau of content μ; we now count the number of choices for T . Since
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along each row, and μ1  n− k, we must always place 1’s in the ﬁrst n− k cells of the ﬁrst row of T .
We must now ﬁll the rest of the cells with content μ′ . Provided n  2k, μ′ is independent of n, and
the remaining cells in the ﬁrst row have no cells below them, so the number of ways of doing this is
independent of n. Hence, the entire minor K˜ is independent of n.
Now consider N . Recall that Nλ,μ = ξλ(σμ) is the number of λ-tabloids ﬁxed by σμ . To count
these, ﬁrst note that the numbers in the long cycle of σ (which has length at least n − k) must all
be in the ﬁrst row of the λ-tabloid (otherwise the long cycle of σ must intersect two or more rows,
as n − k > k). This leaves us with a (λ1 − μ1, λ2, . . . , λr)-‘tableau’, which we need to ﬁll with the
remaining n − μ1 elements in such a way that σ ﬁxes it. It is easy to see that, again, the number of
ways of doing this is independent of n. 
Remark. By Corollaries 7 and 10, K˜ and N˜ are strictly upper-triangular, and are therefore invertible.
Remark. If n 2k, then |Fn,k| is independent of n; we denote it by qk . Note that
qk =
k∑
s=0
ps,
where ps denotes the number of partitions of s (and p0 := 1).
3.2. The critical subspace of CSn
Let α be a partition of n. Using the notation of Theorem 4, USα denotes the sum of all submodules
of CSn which are isomorphic to Sα . Recall that USα is a 2-sided ideal of CSn . For brevity, we write
Uα in place of USα , and refer to it as the α-isotypical ideal. Observe that U (n) is the subspace of
constant vectors in CSn .
Note that the permutation action of Sn on t-sets is the same as its action on (n − t, t)-tabloids;
the corresponding permutation representation is M(n−t,t) . Not surprisingly, this representation and its
irreducible constituents play a crucial role in our proof. We have the following:
Lemma 15. For any positive integers t  n,
M(n−t,t) ∼=
t⊕
s=0
S(n−s,s). (3)
Proof. By Lemma 9, if Kλ,(n−t,t)  1, then λ(n−t, t), so λ = (n− s, s) for some s ∈ {0,1,2, . . . , t}. For
any s ∈ {0,1,2, . . . , t}, we have K(n−s,s),(n−t,t) = 1, since there is a unique semistandard generalized
(n− s, s)-tableau of content (n− t, t) — namely, the tableau with 1’s in the ﬁrst n− t cells of the ﬁrst
row, and 2’s in all the other cells. Hence, (3) follows from Theorem 8. 
Corollary 16. For any positive integers t  n, we have
ξ(n−t,t) =
t∑
s=0
χ(n−s,s).
Hence,
χ(n−t,t) = ξ(n−t,t) − ξ(n−t+1,t−1),
so in particular,
f (n−t,t) =
(
n
t
)
−
(
n
t − 1
)
.
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corresponding irreducible representation is a constituent of the permutation module M(n−t,t) . Let Cn,t
denote the set of all t-critical partitions of n, and let
Ut =
t⊕
s=0
U (n−s,s)
denote the direct sum of the corresponding isotypical ideals; we call Ut the t-critical subspace of CSn .
(When t is clear from the context, we will use ‘critical’ in place of t-critical.) Our aim in this section
is to show that Ut is precisely the subspace spanned by the characteristic functions of the t-SSC’s
(the cosets of stabilizers of t-sets). For this, we will need the following well-known fact from general
representation theory.
Lemma 17. If G is a ﬁnite group, and M,M ′ are two isomorphic submodules of CG, then there exists s ∈ CG
such that the right multiplication map x → xs is an isomorphism from M to M ′ .
For a proof, see for example [9].
We can now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 18. For any n ∈ N and any t  n, we have
Ut = Span
{
1Tx→y : x, y ∈ [n](t)
}
.
Proof. Observe that the set of vectors{ ∑
σ∈Sn: σ ([t])=y
σ : y ∈ [n](t)
}
is a basis for a copy W of the permutation module M(n−t,t) in the group module CSn . Let V be the
sum of all right translates of W , i.e. the subspace of CSn spanned by all the 1Tx→y ’s. We wish to
prove that V = Ut .
By Lemma 15, we have W  Ut . Since Ut is closed under right-multiplication by elements of CSn ,
we have V  Ut as well.
It remains to show that Ut  V . By Lemma 17, the sum of all right translates of W contains all
submodules of CSn isomorphic to S(n−s,s) , for each s ∈ {0,1, . . . , t}. In other words, U (n−s,s)  V for
each s ∈ {0,1, . . . , t}. Hence, Ut  V , so V = Ut , as required. 
3.3. Lower bounds on the dimensions of Specht modules
We will also need various lower bounds on the dimensions of Specht modules. The following result
was proved in [3] (Lemma 2, Claim 1):
Lemma 19. Let α be a partition of n with α1 = n− t. Then
f α > e−t
(
n
t
)
.
Let t ∈ N be ﬁxed. As above, we let
Fn,t = {α 	 n: α1  n− t}
denote the set of all partitions of n whose Young diagram has ﬁrst row of length at least n − t . We
call these the fat partitions of n. Recall that
Fn,t =
{
α 	 n: α  (n− t,1t)}.
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F ′n,t =
{
α 	 n: α′1  n− t
}
denote the set of all partitions of n whose Young diagram has ﬁrst column of depth at least n− t . We
call these the tall partitions of n. Note that
F ′n,t =
{
α: α ∈ Fn,t
} :
the tall partitions are simply the transposes of the fat partitions. We call a partition medium if it is
neither fat nor tall; we let
Mn,t = Pn \
(Fn,t ∪ F ′n,t)= {α ∈ Pn: α1,α′1 < n− t}
denote the set of medium partitions.
We will use different arguments to analyze the eigenvalues corresponding to the fat, tall and
medium partitions. The following lower bound on the dimensions of the medium Specht modules
will be useful.
Lemma 20. Let t ∈ N be ﬁxed. Then there exists ct > 0 such that for all medium partitions α of n,
f α  ctnt+1.
Proof. Let t ∈ N be ﬁxed. Let n0(t) ∈ N be minimal such that for all n n0(t), we have
(n− t − 1)(n− t − 2) . . . (n− 2t − 1) < 1
2
nt+1. (4)
Since
(n− t − 1)(n− t − 2) . . . (n− 2t − 1) < (n− 2t − 1)t+1,
we have
n0(t)
⌈
(2t + 1)/(1− 2−1/(t+1))⌉.
Choose ct = 1/n0(t)t+1; then for all n n0(t), we have
ctn
t+1  1,
so the statement of the lemma holds trivially for all n n0(t).
We now use induction on n to prove the statement of the lemma for all n > n0(t). Let n > n0(t),
and assume that the statement of the lemma holds for n − 1 and n − 2. We will now prove it for n,
making use of the inequality (4).
Let α be a partition of n with dim[α] (= f α) < ctnt+1. We wish to show that α ∈ Fn,t ∪ F ′n,t .
Consider the restriction [α] ↓ Sn−1, which has the same dimension as [α].
First suppose that [α] ↓ Sn−1 is reducible. Suppose it has [β] as a constituent for some β ∈ Fn−1,t ∪
F ′n−1,t . It follows from the Branching rule that α1 = β1 or β1 + 1. If β1  n − t , then α1  n − t , so
α ∈ Fn,t . Similarly, if β ′1  n− t , then α′1  n− t , so α ∈ F ′n,t .
Suppose that β1 = n − t − 1. If α1 = n − t , then α ∈ Fn,t , so we are done. Hence, we may assume
that α1 = n− t − 1. We proceed to bound dim[α] from below using the Hook formula. Notice that for
j  t + 2, α′j  1, so the hook-lengths of α satisfy hα1, j = n − t − j; for 1 j  t + 1 we trivially have
hα1, j  n+ 1− j. Also, since there are just t + 1 spaces below the ﬁrst row of the Young diagram of α,
we have
∏
i2, j1 h
α
i, j  (t + 1)!. Hence, the product of the hook-lengths satisﬁes:∏
i, j
hαi, j  n(n − 1) . . . (n− t)(n− 2t − 2)!(t + 1)!
and therefore, by the Hook formula,
dim[α] (n− t − 1)(n− t − 2) . . . (n− 2t − 1)  1 nt+1  ctnt+1,
(t + 1)! 2(t + 1)!
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n− t − 1.
Hence, we may assume that each irreducible constituent [β] of [α] ↓ Sn−1 has β1, β ′1 < n − t − 1.
Hence, by the induction hypothesis for n − 1, each constituent has dimension  ct(n − 1)t+1. Since
n satisﬁes (4), we have 2ct(n − 1)t+1  ctnt+1, so there is just one constituent, i.e. [α] ↓ Sn−1 is
irreducible. The only way this can happen is if α has rectangular Young diagram, i.e. α = (ab) for
some a,b ∈ N such that ab = n. Since b  2, we have a  n/2 < n − 2 − t (since n > 2t + 4, by our
assumption (4) on n); similarly, b < n− 2− t .
Now consider the restriction
[α] ↓ Sn−2 =
[
ab−1,a − 2]+ [ab−2,a − 1,a − 1].
Note that both of these irreducible constituents have Young diagram with ﬁrst row of length  a <
n − 2 − t and ﬁrst column of length  b < n − 2 − t , and therefore by the induction hypothesis for
n − 2, have dimension  ct(n − 2)t+1. By our assumption (4) on n, we have 2ct(n − 2)t+1  ctnt+1,
contradicting dim([α] ↓ Sn−2) < ctnt+1. This completes the proof. 
3.4. The number of even/odd permutations in Sn with no short cycles
Let Dn,t denote the number of permutations in Sn with no cycle of length at most t , and let En,t
and On,t denote the number of these permutations which are respectively even and odd. We will
need the following.
Lemma 21. For each t ∈ N, there exists Lt > 0 such that min{En,t , On,t} Ltn! for all n 2t + 2.
Proof. First suppose that 2t + 2 n 3t + 2. If n is odd, then the even permutations with no cycles
of length  t are precisely the n-cycles, and the odd ones are precisely the permutations with exactly
two cycles, both of length  t + 1; if n is even, the situation is reversed. Choose Lt > 0 such that
min{En,t , On,t} Ltn! whenever 2t + 2 n 3t + 2; it is easy to check that we can take Lt = 2(3t+2)2 .
We now derive recurrence relations for En,t and On,t . Let σ be an even permutation with no cycle
of length  t . Let i = σ(n); then we may write σ = (ni)ρ where ρ is an odd permutation of [n − 1]
and has no cycle of length  t except possibly a t-cycle containing i. Conversely, given any such pair
ρ, i, (ni)ρ has no cycle of length  t . Hence, we have
En,t = (n− 1)
(
On−1,t + (n− 2)(n− 3) . . . (n− t)En−t−1,t
)
if t is even;
En,t = (n− 1)
(
On−1,t + (n− 2)(n− 3) . . . (n− t)On−t−1,t
)
if t is odd.
Similarly,
On,t = (n− 1)
(
En−1,t + (n− 2)(n− 3) . . . (n− t)On−t−1,t
)
if t is even;
On,t = (n− 1)
(
En−1,t + (n− 2)(n− 3) . . . (n− t)En−t−1,t
)
if t is odd.
We can now prove the lemma by induction on n. Let n 3t + 3 and assume the statement is true for
smaller values of n. The recurrence relations above give
En,t, On,t  (n− 1)
(
Lt(n− 1)! + (n− 2)(n− 3) . . . (n− t)Lt(n− t − 1)!
)= Ltn!,
as required. 
4. Construction of the pseudoadjacency matrix
Our aim is now to construct a pseudoadjacency matrix A with the right eigenvalues to deduce
Theorem 1 from Theorem 3. Our pseudoadjacency matrix will be a linear combination of adjacency
matrices of Cayley graphs generated by conjugacy classes of t-derangements in Sn .
838 D. Ellis / Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A 119 (2012) 825–849Note that if Cay(Sn, X) is any normal Cayley graph on Sn , then by Theorem 4, for each partition α
of n, the subspace Uα is an eigenspace of Cay(Sn, X), and the corresponding eigenvalue is
λα := 1
f α
∑
σ∈X
χα(σ ).
In particular, if μ is a partition of n, and Xμ denotes the conjugacy class of permutations in Sn
with cycle-type μ, then the eigenvalues of the normal Cayley graph Cay(Sn, Xμ) are given by
λ
μ
α = 1f α
∑
σ∈Xμ
χα(σ ) (α 	 n).
Let Aμ denote the adjacency matrix of Cay(Sn, Xμ). Let A(w) be a real linear combination of the
Aμ ’s, i.e.
A(w) =
∑
μ	n
wμA
μ,
where each wμ ∈ R. (Surprisingly, it will be necessary for us to allow wμ < 0.) We may regard w as
a class function on Sn: for each σ ∈ Sn , simply deﬁne w(σ ) = wμ , where μ is the cycle-type of σ .
Note that
A(w)σ ,π = w
(
σ−1π
) ∀σ ,π ∈ Sn.
Each Uα is again an eigenspace of A(w); the corresponding eigenvalue is clearly
λ
(w)
α = 1f α
∑
σ∈Sn
w(σ )χα(σ ).
In terms of the inner product
〈φ,ψ〉 =
∑
σ∈Sn
φ(σ )ψ(σ )
on C[Sn], this becomes
λ
(w)
α = 1f α 〈w,χα〉.
Since U (n) is the subspace of constant functions in C[Sn], and χ(n) ≡ 1, we have
λ
(w)
const = λ(w)(n) = 〈w,χ(n)〉 =
∑
σ∈Sn
w(σ ).
Provided w is supported on D(t) , the set of all t-derangements of Sn , the matrix A(w) is a pseu-
doadjacency matrix for Γ(t) . Our aim is to construct (for n suﬃciently large depending on t), a class
function w supported on the t-derangments, with
λ
(w)
min/λ
(w)
const = −
1(n
t
)− 1 := νn,t . (5)
The upper bound in Theorem 1 will then follow from Theorem 3.
Since rescaling w makes no difference to (5), we will construct a class function w with λ(w)const = 1
and λ(w)min = νn,t . Since equality has to hold in Theorem 3 when the independent set is a coset of the
stabilizer of a t-set, i.e. of the form Tx→y for some x, y ∈ [n](t) , we know that for any x, y ∈ [n](t) , we
must have
1Tx→y −
1(n)1 ∈ Ker(νn,t I − A).
t
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λ
(w)
(n−s,s) = νn,t = −
1(n
t
)− 1 ∀s ∈ [t].
In fact, we will ensure that |λ(w)α |  Ct/nt+1 for all non-critical partitions α of n, where Ct > 0
depends only upon t . This will imply that for n suﬃciently large depending on t , the λmin-eigenspace
of A is precisely
t⊕
s=1
U (n−s,s).
This will imply immediately (via Theorem 3) that if n is suﬃciently large depending on t , and A ⊂ Sn
is a t-set-intersecting family with |A| = t!(n − t)!, then the characteristic function of A lies in the
subspace Ut — which, by Theorem 18, is precisely the linear span of the characteristic functions
of the Tx→y ’s (x, y ∈ [n](t)). This will ultimately enable us to show that the Tx→y ’s are the unique
extremal families.
To summarize, our aim is to construct a class function satisfying the following conditions:
• w is supported on the t-derangements of Sn;
• λ(w)(n) = 1;
• λ(w)(n−s,s) = − 1(nt)−1 ∀s ∈ [t];
• |λ(w)α | Ct/nt+1 for all other partitions α, where Ct > 0 depends only upon t .
The following will enable us to deal with all the medium partitions at once.
Claim 1. Let ct be the constant in Lemma 20. If maxσ∈Sn |w(σ )|  Kt/n!, then for all medium partitions α
of n,
∣∣λ(w)α ∣∣ Ktctnt+1 .
To prove this, we will appeal to the following well-known fact:
Lemma 22. If A is a real, symmetric, N × N matrix, with eigenvalues λ1, λ2, . . . , λN (repeated with their
geometric multiplicities), then
N∑
i=1
λ2i = Tr
(
A2
)=∑
i, j
(Ai, j)
2.
Proof. Diagonalize A: there exists a real invertible matrix P such that A = P−1DP , where D is the
diagonal matrix
D =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
λ1 0 . . . 0
0 λ2 0
...
. . .
...
0 . . . λN
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .
We have A2 = P−1D2P , and therefore
N∑
i, j=1
(Ai, j)
2 = Tr(A2)= Tr(P−1D2P)= Tr(D2)=
N∑
i=1
λ2i ,
as required. 
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α	n
(
f α
)2(
λ
(w)
α
)2 =∑
σ ,π
(Aσ ,π )
2 = n!
∑
τ∈Sn
w(τ )2  (n!)2(Kt/n!)2 = K 2t .
It follows that for each partition α of n, we have∣∣λ(w)α ∣∣ Kt/ f α.
By Lemma 20, there exists ct > 0 such that for every medium partition α,
f α  ctnt+1.
Hence,
∣∣λ(w)α ∣∣ Ktctnt+1
for each medium partition α, proving the claim. 
Hence, we need only to satisfy the following conditions:
1. w is supported on the t-derangements of Sn;
2. λ(w)(n) = 1;
3. λ(w)(n−s,s) = − 1(nt)−1 ∀s ∈ [t];
4. |λ(w)α | Ct/nt+1 for all fat, non-critical partitions α (i.e. for all α ∈ Fn,t \ Cn,t ), where Ct depends
only upon t;
5. maxσ∈Sn |w(σ )| = Ot(1/n!) (this deals with all the medium partitions);
6. λ(w)α = 0 for all tall partitions α.
Rephrasing these in terms of the inner product, we obtain:
1. w is supported on the t-derangements of Sn;
2. 〈w,χ(n)〉 = 1;
3. 〈w,χ(n−s,s)〉 = − (
n
s)−( ns−1)
(nt)−1
∀s ∈ [t];
4. |〈w,χα〉| f αCt/nt+1 for all α ∈ Fn,t \ Cn,t , where Ct depends only upon t;
5. maxσ∈Sn |w(σ )| = Ot(1/n!);
6. 〈w,χα〉 = 0 for all tall partitions α.
(In 3, we have used the fact that f (n−s,s) = (ns)− ( ns−1), from Corollary 16.) We now observe the
following.
Lemma 23. If w is any function supported on the t-derangements of Sn, then (〈w,χα〉: α1  n − t + 1)
determines (〈w,χα〉: α1 = n− t).
Proof. Recall from Corollary 10 that for any partition γ of n, we have
Span{χα: α  γ } = Span{ξα: α  γ }.
Observe that for any s 0,
α1  n− s ⇔ α 
(
n− s,1s).
It follows that for any function w , (〈w,χα〉: α1  n − t + 1) determines (〈w, ξα〉: α1  n − t + 1)
(and vice versa). Recall that for any partition α of n, and any σ ∈ Sn , ξα(σ ) is simply the number of
α-tabloids ﬁxed by σ . If w is supported on the t-derangments of Sn , then 〈w, ξα〉 = 0 whenever α1 =
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determines (〈w, ξα〉: α1  n − t). But for any function w , (〈w, ξα〉: α1  n − t) in turn determines
(〈w,χα〉: α1  n − t). It follows that if w is any function supported on the t-derangements of Sn ,
then (〈w,χα〉: α1  n− t + 1) determines (〈w,χα〉: α1 = n− t), as required. 
Note that if conditions 1 and 2 hold, and condition 3 holds for all s ∈ [t − 1], then condition 3
holds for s = t also, since by Corollary 16,
t∑
s=0
〈w,χ(n−s,s)〉 = 〈w, ξ(n−t,t)〉 = 0.
It turns out that if, in addition, 〈w,χα〉 = 0 for all α ∈ Fn,t−1 \ Cn,t , then condition 4 is satisﬁed by
all α ∈ Fn,t \ Cn,t . This is the content of the following.
Claim 2. If w is any class function satisfying
• w is supported on the t-derangements of Sn;
• 〈w,χ(n)〉 = 1;
• 〈w,χ(n−s,s)〉 = − (
n
s)−( ns−1)
(nt)−1
∀s ∈ [t − 1];
• 〈w,χα〉 = 0 for all α ∈ Fn,t−1 \ Cn,t ,
then
max
{∣∣〈w,χα〉∣∣/ f α: α1 = n− t, α = (n− t, t)} Ot(n−(t+1)).
Proof. Let w be a class function satisfying the conditions of the claim. We ﬁrst calculate the inner
products 〈w, ξβ 〉: β ∈ Fn,t−1. We have
〈w, ξβ〉 = 1−
t−1∑
s=0
K(n−s,s),β
(n
s
)− ( ns−1)(n
t
)− 1 = 1− n,t,β (β ∈ Fn,t−1),
where we deﬁne
n,t,β =
t−1∑
s=0
K(n−s,s),β
(n
s
)− ( ns−1)(n
t
)− 1 (β ∈ Fn,t−1).
By Proposition 14, for n 2(t−1), the top-left minor of the Kostka matrix K indexed by the partitions
in Fn,t−1 is independent of n. It follows that for each t , there exists Dt > 0 such that for all n and all
β ∈ Fn,t−1,
K(n−s,s),β  Dt .
Therefore, if t ∈ N is ﬁxed, we have
max
{|n,t,β |: β ∈ Fn,t−1}= Ot(1/n).
As observed in the proof of the previous claim, we have 〈w, ξβ 〉 = 0 for all partitions β with
β1 = n − t . This will enable us to express the inner products (〈w,χα〉: α1 = n − t) in terms of the
inner products (〈w, ξβ 〉: β1  n− t + 1).
Recall the determinantal formula (1) for expressing an irreducible character χα in terms of the
permutation characters {ξβ : β  α}:
χα =
∑
π∈S
sgn(π)ξα−id+π .
n
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〈w,χα〉 =
∑
π∈Sn
sgn(π)〈w, ξα−id+π 〉.
Note that ξα−id+π = 0 if π does not ﬁx {t + 2, t + 3, . . . ,n} pointwise, i.e. if π /∈ S[t+1] . Indeed, if
π /∈ S[t+1] , then π( j) < j for some j  t + 2. Since α j = 0, we have (α − id+π)( j) = −( j−π( j)) < 0,
so ξα+id+π = 0. Moreover, 〈w, ξα−id+π 〉 = 0 if α j − j +π( j) < 0 for some j  2, or if π(1) = 1 (since
in this case, (α − id+π)(1) = α1 = n − t); otherwise, 〈w, ξα−id+π 〉 = 1 − n,t,β for some β ∈ Fn,t−1.
Hence,
〈w,χα〉 =
∑
π∈S[t+1]
sgn(π)〈w, ξα−id+π 〉
=
∑
π∈S[t+1]
sgn(π)
(
fα(π) − Ot(1/n)
)
=
∑
π∈S[t+1]
sgn(π) fα(π) − Ot(1/n),
where we deﬁne
fα(π) =
{
0 if π(1) = 1 or α j − j +π( j) < 0 for some j  2,
1 otherwise.
We will now show that∑
π∈S[t+1]
sgn(π) fα(π) = 0. (6)
Since α1 = n− t , and α = (n− t, t), we must have α3  1. We split into 2 cases.
Case (i): α3  2.
In this case, (6) follows from
fα(π) = fα
(
π(2 3)
) ∀π ∈ Sn. (7)
To prove (7), note ﬁrstly that π(1) = 1 if and only if π(2 3)(1) = 1. Secondly, since α2  α3  2, we
have α2 − 2+ ρ(2) ρ(2) 1 and α3 − 3+ ρ(3) ρ(3) − 1 0 for all permutations ρ ∈ Sn . Hence,
α j − j +π( j) 0, ∀ j  2 ⇔ α j − j +π(2 3)( j) 0, ∀ j  2,
proving (7).
Case (ii): α3 = 1.
In this case, (6) follows from
fα(π) = fα
(
π(1 3)
) ∀π ∈ Sn. (8)
To prove (8), let π ∈ Sn with fα(π) = 0; then π(1) = 1 or α j − j + π( j) < 0 for some j  2. If
π(1) = 1, then α3 − 3+ π(1 3)(3) = −1 < 0, so fα(π(1 3)) = 0. If α j − j + π( j) < 0 for some j  2,
j = 3, then α j − j + π(1 3)( j) < 0, so fα(π(1 3)) = 0. If α3 − 3 + π(3) < 0, then we must have
π(3) = 1, so π(1 3)(1) = 1, and therefore fα(π(1 3)) = 0. Hence,
fα(π) = 0 ⇒ fα
(
π(1 3)
)= 0 ∀π ∈ Sn.
Applying (1 3) to both arguments gives
fα
(
π(1 3)
)= 0 ⇒ fα(π) = 0 ∀π ∈ Sn,
proving (8).
It follows that
max
{∣∣〈w,χα〉∣∣: α1 = n− t, α = (n− t, t)}= Ot(1/n).
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f α > e−t
(
n
t
)
for any partition α of n such that α1 = n− t . Hence,
max
{∣∣〈w,χα〉∣∣/ f α: α1 = n− t, α = (n− t, t)} Ot(1/nt+1),
proving the claim. 
Hence, it suﬃces for w to satisfy the following conditions:
1. w is supported on the t-derangements of Sn;
2. 〈w,χ(n)〉 = 1;
3. 〈w,χ(n−s,s)〉 = − (
n
s)−( ns−1)
(nt)−1
∀s ∈ [t − 1];
4. 〈w,χα〉 = 0 for all α ∈ Fn,t−1 \ Cn,t ;
5. maxσ∈Sn |w(σ )| Ot(1/n!);
6. 〈w,χα〉 = 0 for all tall partitions α.
In order to satisfy these conditions, we will in fact show that there exist two class functions
w+ and w− , supported on even and odd permutations respectively, each satisfying conditions 1–
5; w = 12 (w+ + w−) will then satisfy all 6 conditions. By Lemma 23, conditions 1–4 determine
(〈w,χα〉: α1  n− t), so if w+ and w− both satisfy conditions 1–4, then〈
w+,χα
〉= 〈w−,χα 〉 for each α ∈ Fn,t .
By Theorem 12, for any partition α, we have χα = χα ·sgn. Recall that the tall partitions are precisely
the transposes of the fat partitions. For any fat partition α, we have
〈w,χα〉 = 〈w,χα · sgn〉
= 1
2
(〈
w+,χα · sgn
〉+ 〈w−,χα · sgn〉)
= 1
2
(〈
w+,χα
〉− 〈w−,χα 〉)
= 0,
so condition 6 is satisﬁed.
It remains to show that there exist two class functions w+ and w− , supported on respectively
even and odd permutations, each satisfying conditions 1–5. Equivalently, in terms of the permutation
characters {ξβ : β ∈ Fn,t−1}, we seek to satisfy the following:
(i) w± is supported on the t-derangements of Sn;
(ii) 〈w±, ξβ 〉 = 1−∑t−1s=0 K(n−s,s),β (
n
s)−( ns−1)
(nt)−1
for all β ∈ Fn,t−1;
(iii) maxσ∈Sn |w±(σ )| Ot(1/n!). (∗)
Observe that if condition (ii) holds for both w+ and w− , then conditions 2–4 hold for w . In-
deed, recall from the proof of Lemma 23 that for any function w , (〈w,χα〉: α ∈ Fn,t−1) determines
(〈w,χα〉: α ∈ Fn,t−1), and vice versa. By Theorem 8, conditions 2–4 for an arbitrary function w im-
ply condition (ii) for w , so condition (ii) for an arbitrary function w implies conditions 2–4 for w .
Hence, if condition (ii) holds for both w+ and w− , then conditions 2–4 hold for both w+ and w− ,
and therefore for w = 12 (w+ + w−) also.
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n,t,β =
t−1∑
s=0
K(n−s,s),β
(n
s
)− ( ns−1)(n
t
)− 1 ;
let
ηn,t,β = 1− n,t,β .
Condition (ii) above becomes〈
w±, ξβ
〉= ηn,t,β ∀β ∈ Fn,t−1. (9)
Recall that
max
{|n,t,β |: β ∈ Fn,t−1}= Ot(1/n),
so if n is suﬃciently large depending upon t , then ηn,t,β ∈ [0,1] for all β ∈ Fn,t−1.
For each partition α of n, let Xα denote the conjugacy class of permutations in Sn with cycle-
type α. Let N˜ = (ξβ(Xα))β,α∈Fn,t−1 denote the top-left minor of the permutation-character table of Sn ,
indexed by the partitions in Fn,t−1. By Proposition 14, N˜ is independent of n for n > 2(t−1). Suppose
u is a class function supported only on the conjugacy classes (Xα: α ∈ Fn,t−1). For each α ∈ Fn,t−1,
let uα be the value taken by u on Xα . Then
〈u, ξβ〉 =
∑
α∈Fn,t−1
|Xα |uα N˜β,α (β ∈ Fn,t−1).
Since N˜ is invertible, there is a unique choice of the uα ’s satisfying (9). However, there are two prob-
lems: we cannot choose u to be supported only on even permutations (or only on odd permutations),
and since |Xα | n!/(n − t + 1) for each α ∈ Fn,t−1, we cannot demand that max{|uα |: α ∈ Fn,t−1}
Ot(1/n!). Indeed, if |uα | Kt/n! for each α ∈ Fn,t−1, then∣∣∣∣
∑
α∈Fn,t−1
|Xα |uα N˜β,α
∣∣∣∣ Kt |Fn,t−1|n− t + 1 <
2Kt
∑t−1
s=0 ps
n
= Ot(1/n)
for all β ∈ Fn,t−1, provided n > 2(t − 1); this is less than 1 − n,t,β for all β ∈ Fn,t−1, provided n is
suﬃciently large.
We will show that it is possible to construct a class function without these problems by exhibiting,
for each α ∈ Fn,t−1, a large collection of conjugacy classes of Sn which ﬁx no t-set, and on which each
permutation character ξβ : β ∈ Fn,t−1 takes the same value as it does on Xα . These conjugacy classes
can be chosen to be all even (or all odd), with total size at least Btn! for some Bt > 0 depending upon
t alone.
We now deﬁne these collections. Let α ∈ Fn,t−1; suppose α = (n − s,α2, . . . ,αl), where 0  s 
t − 1, l  s, and αl  1. Let Pn,t(α) be the collection of partitions that can be obtained from α by
subdividing the part of size n− s into parts of size> t . Let Sn,t(α) be the family of permutations with
cycle-type in Pn,t(α); let S+n,t(α) and S−n,t(α) be the families of respectively even and odd permuta-
tions in Sn,t(α). Notice that {Pn,t(α): α ∈ Fn,t−1} are pairwise disjoint, and that S+n,t(α) and S−n,t(α)
are unions of conjugacy classes of t-derangements.
For each j ∈ N, let a j be the number of parts of α of size j. Observe that
min
(∣∣S+n,t(α)∣∣, ∣∣S−n,t(α)∣∣)= 1α2 . . . αl∏ j a j!
n!
(n− s)! min{En−s,t, On−s,t}
 Ltn!
α2 . . . αl
∏
j a j!
.
Here, the equality follows from the fact that to choose a permutation in S+n,t(α) or S−n,t(α), we can
ﬁrst choose the α2, . . . ,αl-cycles, and then choose an appropriately signed permutation of the other
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AM/GM inequality, we have
α2 . . . αl
∏
j
a j!
(
s/(l − 1))l−1l! sl  (t − 1)t−1,
and therefore
min
(∣∣S+n,t(α)∣∣, ∣∣S−n,t(α)∣∣) Ltn!/(t − 1)t−1 = Btn!,
where Bt > 0 depends upon t alone.
We must now show that for each β ∈ Fn,t−1, the permutation character χβ takes the value ξβ(Xα)
on all of Sn,t(α). Take any permutation σ ∈ Sn,t(α), where α = (n − s,α2, . . . ,αl) with 0 s  t − 1,
and let σ ′ be the permutation with cycle-type α produced from σ by merging all cycles of length > t .
Take any partition β = (n − r, β2, . . . , βk) with 0 r  t − 1. We wish to evaluate ξβ(σ ), the number
of β-tabloids ﬁxed by σ . Note that σ and σ ′ ﬁx the same β-tabloids, since if [T ] is a β-tabloid ﬁxed
by σ , then all numbers in (> t)-cycles of σ must occur in the ﬁrst row of [T ], so [T ] must be ﬁxed
by σ ′ as well. Hence,
ξβ(σ ) = ξβ
(
σ ′
)= ξβ(Xα),
as desired.
We can now deﬁne the class functions w+ and w− . We will let w+ have value x+γ on S+n,t(γ ) for
each partition γ ∈ Fn,t−1, and zero elsewhere; to satisfy condition (9), we need∑
γ∈Fn,t−1
∣∣S+n,t(γ )∣∣x+γ N˜β,γ = ηn,t,β ∀β ∈ Fn,t−1,
i.e.
x+γ =
∑
β∈Fn,t−1
(
N˜−1
)
γ ,β
ηn,t,β/
∣∣S+n,t(γ )∣∣ ∀γ ∈ Fn,t−1.
Similarly, we will let w− have value x−γ on S−n,t(γ ) for each partition γ ∈ Fn,t−1, and zero elsewhere;
to satisfy (9), we need∑
γ∈Fn,t−1
∣∣S−n,t(γ )∣∣x−γ N˜β,γ = ηn,t,β ∀β ∈ Fn,t−1,
i.e.
x−γ =
∑
β∈Fn,t−1
(
N˜−1
)
γ ,β
ηn,t,β/
∣∣S−n,t(γ )∣∣ ∀γ ∈ Fn,t−1.
By construction, w+ and w− are class functions supported on respectively even and odd t-
derangments, and satisfy (9). It remains to show that |w±(σ )|  Kt/n! for all σ ∈ Sn , for some Kt
depending only upon t . Since N˜ is invertible and independent of n for n > 2(t − 1), N˜−1 is also
independent of n for n > 2(t − 1), so we have
max
{∣∣(N˜−1)
γ ,β
∣∣: β,γ ∈ Fn,t−1} Ot(1).
We have |Fn,t−1| Ot(1), and∣∣S+n,t(γ )∣∣, ∣∣S−n,t(γ )∣∣ Btn! ∀γ ∈ Fn,t−1,
where Bt > 0 depends only upon t . Finally, we have ηn,t,β ∈ [0,1] for all β ∈ Fn,t−1, provided n is
suﬃciently large depending upon t . It follows that
max
{∣∣x±γ ∣∣: γ ∈ Fn,t−1} Ot(1/n!),
as required. Hence, w = 12 (w+ + w−) satisﬁes all the conditions (∗).
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we obtain the upper bound in Theorem 1, together with an algebraic characterization of the extremal
families.
Theorem 24. If n is suﬃciently large depending on t, and A ⊂ Sn is t-set-intersecting, then
|A| t!(n− t)!.
If equality holds, then the characteristic function of A lies in the critical subspace Ut .
Recall from Theorem 18 that Ut is precisely the subspace of C[Sn] spanned by the characteristic
functions of cosets of stabilizers of t-sets.
5. The extremal families
Our aim in this section is to deduce from Theorem 24 the following:
Theorem 25. If n is suﬃciently large depending on t, and A ⊂ Sn is t-set-intersecting with |A| = t!(n − t)!,
then A is a coset of the stabilizer of a t-set.
By Theorem 24, if n is suﬃciently large depending on t , and A ⊂ Sn is t-set-intersecting with |A| =
t!(n− t)!, then the characteristic function of A is in Ut , the linear span of the characteristic functions
of the Tx→y ’s. Let Vt denote linear span of the characteristic functions of the t-cosets. Clearly, Ut  Vt .
Recall the following theorem from [3].
Theorem 26 (Benabbas, Friedgut and Pilpel). If the characteristic function of A ⊂ Sn is a linear combination
of the characteristic functions of the t-cosets of Sn, then A is a disjoint union of t-cosets of Sn.
It follows that a family A ⊂ Sn satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 25 must be a disjoint union
of t-cosets of Sn . Hence, it suﬃces to prove the following:
Proposition 27. For any n 2t, if A ⊂ Sn is t-set-intersecting with |A| = t!(n− t)!, and is a disjoint union of
t-cosets, then it is a coset of the stabilizer of a t-set.
Proof. Note that for any π,τ ∈ Sn , we may replace A by the ‘double translate’ πAτ ; this is a disjoint
union of t-cosets if and only if A is, and is a coset of the stabilizer of a t-set if and only if A is.
Suppose C = Ta1 →b1,...,at →bt ⊂ A. Without loss of generality, by double translation, we may assume
that al = bl = l for each l ∈ [t], i.e. C = T1 →1,...,t →t ⊂ A. Our aim is to show that A = {σ ∈ Sn: σ([t]) =
[t]}.
Suppose for a contradiction that A contains a t-coset C ′ = Ti1 →p(i1),...,it →p(it ) which does not map[t] to itself. We will show that there exist permutations σ ∈ C and π ∈ C ′ such that no t-set has the
same image under σ and π .
Let I = {i1, i2, . . . , it}; we regard p : I → [n] as an injection. Let J = p(I) = {p(i1), p(i2), . . . , p(it)},
let I ′ = I ∩ [t], let I ′′ = I \ [t], let R = [t] \ I , and let B = p(I ′′). We will need the following.
Claim 3. Let τ ∈ Sn be any permutation satisfying
τ (i) = p(i) ∀i ∈ I ′, τ−1(B) ⊂ [t]c . (10)
Then there exist σ ∈ C and π ∈ C ′ such that πσ−1 = τ .
Proof. Let τ ∈ Sn be as above. Choose any σ ∈ C such that σ(i) = τ−1(p(i)) for all i ∈ I ′′ . (We can
do this because I ′′ and τ−1(B) are both subsets of [t]c .) Then τσ (i) = p(i) for all i ∈ I ′′ , and τσ (i) =
τ (i) = p(i) for all i ∈ I ′ . Hence, τσ (i) = p(i) for all i ∈ I , so τσ ∈ C ′ . This proves the claim. 
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into two cases:
Case (i): I ∩ [t] = J ∩ [t] = ∅.
If n = 2t , then I = J = [t]c , so C ′ maps [t] to itself, contrary to our assumption, so we may
assume that n > 2t . Without loss of generality, by double translation, we may assume that C ′ =
Tt+1 →t+1,...,2t →2t . Observe that
σ := (2t + 1,2t,2t − 1, . . . , t + 2, t + 1) ∈ C,
π := (1,2, . . . t,2t + 1,2t + 2, . . . ,n) ∈ C ′,
but
σ−1π = (1 2 3 . . .n)
is an n-cycle, and therefore ﬁxes no t-set. Hence, no t-set has the same image under σ and π ,
contradicting the fact that A is t-set-intersecting.
Case (ii): I ∩ [t] = ∅ or J ∩ [t] = ∅.
We need the following.
Claim 4. If there exists i∗ ∈ I ∩ [t] such that p(i∗) /∈ [t], then there exists a permutation τ ∈ Sn satisfying (10),
and with all the numbers in [t]c ∪ {i∗} appearing in a single cycle.
Proof. For each i ∈ I ′ , consider the sequence of iterates
i, p(i), p
(
p(i)
)
, . . . .
If the sequence remains within I ′ , then it forms a cycle, which we call an ‘iteration cycle’; otherwise,
it is part of a maximal chain of iterates which starts in I ′ and has all its members in I ′ except for
the last one; we call this an ‘iteration chain’. The iteration cycles and chains are pairwise disjoint, and
cover I ′ .
We now construct a suitable permutation τ ∈ Sn . Each iteration cycle will be a cycle of τ ; the
other numbers in [n] will be in a single long cycle of τ . This long cycle will be formed by joining
together the ends of a ‘very long sequence’ with the property that every element of B is preceded in
the very long sequence by an element of [t]c . We now proceed to construct the ‘very long sequence’.
Let S be the set of all start-points of iteration chains that end in [t]c . By assumption, there exists
i∗ ∈ I ′ such that p(i∗) /∈ [t], so at least one iteration chain ends in [t]c , and therefore S = ∅. Let F be
the set of iteration chains that start in B ∩ S and end in [t]c ; note that we may have F = ∅.
We ﬁrst form a special collection G of disjoint sequences, as follows.
• String together the chains in F , end-to-end, producing a single sequence starting in B ∩ S and
ending in [t]c . Then add all the points of B∩[t]c onto the end of this sequence, one by one, in any
order, forming a ‘long sequence’ starting in B ∩ S and ending in [t]c . Include the long sequence in
G (it may be extended later).
• For each b ∈ B∩ R in turn, choose qb ∈ [t]c not already in a G-sequence. If qb is the endpoint of an
iteration chain, include the whole of this iteration chain in G; otherwise, include the two-point
sequence (qb,b) in G .
• For each iteration chain C starting in B \ S and ending in [t] \ I = R , choose a different point
qC ∈ [t]c which is not already a member of any G-sequence. If qC is the endpoint of an iteration
chain D, include the sequence (D,C) in G; otherwise, include the sequence (qC,C) in G .
[Observe that at each stage of the process so far, we have used at most |B| points of [t]c in G-
sequences. By assumption, i∗ ∈ I ′ , so |I ′′| < t , and therefore |B| = |I ′′| < t  n− t , so at each stage,
there is still at least one point of [t]c that has not been used in any G-sequence. Hence, we can
always choose qb or qC as above.]
• Observe that we have used exactly |B| points of [t]c so far, all the elements of B are in G-
sequences, and every element of B is preceded in its G-sequence by an element of [t]c , except
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B is preceded in its G-sequence by an element of [t]c , and we go to the ﬁnal step.) Now suppose
the long sequence is non-empty. Since |B| = |I ′′| < t  n − t , there is still at least one point of
[t]c that has not been used in any G-sequence. Choose one such point, u say, and add it to the
start of the long sequence. If u is the endpoint of an iteration chain, then add the whole of this
iteration chain to the start of the long sequence. (Note that this iteration chain cannot start in
B ∩ S , since the endpoints of all such iteration chains have already been used in G-sequences.)
Every element of B is now preceded in its G-sequence by an element of [t]c .
• Finally, include in G all the iteration chains with none of their elements previously used in G-
sequences.
Observe that G consists of disjoint sequences that cover all the iteration chains, and all points of B .
We now string together all the G-sequences and all the remaining isolated points in [t]c to produce
a ‘very long sequence’; this forms the long cycle of τ . This long cycle contains all the numbers in
[t]c ∪ {i∗}, and by construction, τ satisﬁes (10), proving the claim. 
Hence, if there exists i∗ ∈ I ∩ [t] such that p(i∗) /∈ [t], then by Claim 3, there exist σ ∈ C , π ∈ C ′
such that πσ−1 has a cycle of length at least n− t + 1, so cannot ﬁx any t-set, a contradiction.
Similarly, if there exists i∗ ∈ I \ [t] such that p(i∗) ∈ [t], then we obtain a contradiction by taking
inverses and applying the above argument.
Hence, from now on, we may assume that i ∈ [t] ⇔ p(i) ∈ [t] for each i ∈ I . Therefore, |I ∩ [t]| =
| J ∩ [t]|. By assumption, we cannot have I ∩ [t] = J ∩ [t] = ∅, or I = J = [t], and therefore |I ∩ [t]| =
| J ∩ [t]| = s = 0, t .
We now prove the following.
Claim 5. If i ∈ [t] ⇔ p(i) ∈ [t] for each i ∈ I , then there exists a permutation τ ∈ Sn satisfying (10), and with
all the numbers in (I ∩ [t])c appearing in a single cycle.
Proof. Deﬁne the iteration chains and the iteration cycles as before. This time, since i ∈ [t] ⇔ p(i) ∈ [t]
for each i ∈ I , all the iteration chains end in [t] \ I = R . Let each iteration cycle be a cycle of τ ; the
other numbers in [n] will be in a single long cycle of τ , formed from a ‘long sequence’ which we now
proceed to construct.
Start at the beginning of any iteration chain. Join the iteration chains together end-to-end, in any
order, to produce a single sequence, and then add the other points of [t] \ I = R onto the end of the
sequence, in any order. Note that B  [t]c . Choose any point of [t]c \ B , add it onto the end of the
sequence, and then add the rest of [t]c onto the end of the chain, producing a long sequence. Note
that this long sequence covers all of (I ∩[t])c , and each element of B is preceded in the long sequence
by an element of [t]c . The long sequence forms the long cycle of τ .
The iteration cycles all lie within I ∩ [t]; all the other numbers in [n] are in a single cycle of τ . By
construction, τ satisﬁes (10), proving the claim. 
Hence, if i ∈ [t] ⇔ p(i) ∈ [t] for each i ∈ I , then by Claim 3, there exist σ ∈ C , π ∈ C ′ such that
πσ−1 has a cycle of length at least n− t + 1, so cannot ﬁx any t-set, a contradiction.
It follows that any t-coset within A must map [t] to itself, so all the permutations in A must map
[t] to itself. Since |A| = t!(n−t)!, it follows that A = {σ ∈ Sn: σ([t]) = [t]}, proving Proposition 27. 
6. Conclusion and open problems
It is natural to ask for which values of n and t Theorem 1 holds. We conjecture that in fact, the
upper bound in Theorem 1 holds for all n and t , and that the unique extremal families are the cosets
of stabilizers of t-sets, unless t = 2 and n = 4. (Observe that in the case t = 2 and n = 4, the family{
id, (1 2)(3 4), (1 3)(2 4), (1 4)(2 3)
}
is also extremal, but is not a coset of the stabilizer of a 2-set.)
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holds only if A is a coset of the stabilizer of a t-set, unless t = 2 and n = 4.
We believe that new techniques will be required to prove this conjecture.
The situation is different for t-intersecting families: if t  4 and n  2t , then the t-intersecting
family{
σ ∈ Sn: σ has  t + 1 ﬁxed points in [t + 2]
}
is larger than a t-coset. In [3], the following conjecture is made.
Conjecture 2. A maximum-sized t-intersecting family in Sn must be a double translate of one of the families
Mi =
{
σ ∈ Sn: σ has  t + i ﬁxed points in [t + 2i]
} (
0 i  (n− t)/2),
i.e. of the form πMiτ where π,τ ∈ Sn.
This would imply the following.
Conjecture 3. For any t ∈ N, if n > 2t, the maximum-sized t-intersecting families in Sn are the t-cosets.
Even this conjecture remains open.
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